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DOMAINE ROTY

THE WINES

The Rot y family have been growing grapes & making wine in Gevrey-Chambertin for
over 300 years, and during the tenure of Joseph the wines attained cult status as
some of the most artisanal in all of Burgundy.
It is now Philippe (Joseph’s son) that is at the helm, taking
the reigns from his father at the turn of the century, and as
well as maintaining the high qualit y of the existing stable of
cuvées, he has added acreage to the Domaine’s landholdings in Charmes-Chambertin & Marsannay.
Joseph Rot y was a notoriously eccentric character, who
proved difficult for journalists & merchants to deal with.
When asked by Remington Norman (author of The Great
Domaines of Burgundy) about the size of his domaine,
Rot y replied “No one but me knows the age of my wife or
the extent of my vineyards”.
Many wine importers that have worked with Joseph Rot y
talk of being left waiting for hours or ignored completely
when visiting the domaine, others of spending hour after
hour in Joseph’s kitchen talking about everything except
wine while he chain smoked & refused to sit down!

As Joseph’s health began to decline (must be all that
smoking & standing up), his son Philippe began to assume
command at the domaine. Having begun working alongside his father in 1990, Philippe is an experienced & extremely talented winemaker in his own right, who shares
Joseph’s passion for terroir expertly expressed through
some of the oldest vines in the entire region.
Domaine Rot y has always refused to show or sell their
wines before the final bottling, believing that the essential
period of elévage must be completed before judgement
can be passed on the qualit y of a given vintage.
All of the wines are treated in the same way during the
vinification period, with the exception of how much new
oak is afforded each cuvée. This varies from 20% for the
Bourgogne Pressoniers, to 70-80% for the grand crus (depending on the vintage).

Charmes-Chambertin
Although looked upon as a second (or indeed third) tier
Grand Cru, this is largely due to the wines that eminate
from Mazoyeres-Chambertin – a Grand Cru of lesser standing that can be labelled as Charmes. The best wines of
Charmes-Chambertin include top drawer examples from
producers like Bachelet, Charlopin-Parizot & Maume – not
to mention legends like Dujac, Dugat & Rousseau.
The Rot y Charmes is one of the best, and comes from
a parcel of vines that (most of which) were planted in
1885(!), just after an outbreak of Phylloxera. The wine from
this parcel is (unusually) labelled as Trés Vielles Vignes
– Very old vines.
Gevrey-Chambertin ‘Champs-Chenys’
Despite being a village level vineyard, the Rot y vines in this
climat directly abut Charmes-Chambertin, and the cuvée
is usually as good as most of Gevrey’s top 1er cru wines.
The vines for the regular cuvee were planted by Philippe’s
grandfather, while another plot (purchased by Philippe in
2002) were planted in 1934 and provide the fruit for the
Champs-Chenys Vielles Vignes cuvee.
Bourgogne Rouge ‘Pressoniers’
Despite the fact that fruit for generic burgundies can be
sourced from any where in the region, the best ones often
originate from single plots in excellent locations that narrowly missed out on village status during classification.
The Pressoniers is an example of this, with all of the fruit
being sourced from a single plot of vines located near the
border bet ween Gevrey & Brochon.

Mazis-Chambertin
Next door to Clos-de-Beze is the Grand Cru of Mazis-Chambertin, seen by Clive Coates as coming closest in qualit y
to the ‘Big 2’ Grand Crus of Chambertin & Clos-de-Beze.
Rot y produces one of the finest examples from vines
planted in 1919, situated next to those of Claude Dugat
(who also crafts a fantastic example). A dense & concentrated wine of which only 75 cases or so are made, Rot y’s
Mazis ages effortlessly for decades.
Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru ‘Les Fontenys’
One of the top 1er cru sites in the village, Les Fontenys is
sandwiched bet ween the Grand Cru sites (on the stretch
bet ween Gevrey & Morey) and the Combe de Lavaux.
Directly opposite Ruchottes-Chambertin, Fontenys is
produced by a handful of top domaines, including Bruno
Clair (who owns the Clos de Fontenys which is closest to
Ruchottes), Serafin, Rebourseau (the largest land owner)
and of course Rot y. The Rot y vines here vary in age from
30 to 80 years old.
Marsannay Rouge ‘Quartiers’
Since taking over, Philippe has purchased vines in a number
of Marsannay climates, and is very passionate about the
qualit y of wine that can be produced from old vines in the
best sites. Alan Meadows said that “the young Rot y is at
present the Master of Marsannay!”.
In actual fact, the Quartier vineyard is located in the village
of Couchey, which borders Marsannay on the Southern
side. This appellation is the Northernmost on the Cote-deNuits, and the last stop on the way to Chablis.

